The dean of the University of Alberta's medical school, Philip Baker, has resigned as dean-but will remain a professor-after students complained that he plagiarised a speech given to graduates last week, taking it from an address given to Stanford graduates by the US surgeon and journalist Atul Gawande. Dr Gawande's speech drew wide attention last year, and several students in Dr Baker's audience were reminded of it by the dean's use of the term "velluvial matrix." This imaginary term had been used by Dr Gawande to illustrate the growth of medical jargon, and it was also the title under which the original speech was published on the website of the New Yorker magazine. Students located this swiftly with their smartphone search engines, and some audience members were able to follow the original text online even as Dr Baker spoke.
Jonathon Zaozirny, a medical student, told CBC News that the speech contained "a few small changes, changing Stanford medical school to University of Alberta medical school, erasing a few lines about Medicare in the United States, but other than that it was word for word." He added, "There's several parts where he talks about one of his children becoming ill, his wife having medical problems. He describes a patient that he had-which is not a patient that he had-and it's a very personal story … and it was a very good story, it's just the things that happened in the story didn't happen to him." Students began complaining immediately after the event, and two days later Dr Baker apologised to the 2011 graduating class in an internal email. "When I was researching for the speech, I came across text which inspired me and resonated with my experiences," he wrote. Calling his use of the text a "lapse in judgment," he related that he had spoken to Dr Gawande, who "was flattered by my use of his text, took no offence, and readily accepted my apology." Dr Baker added: "Although you may not be proud of me as the dean of your school, please know that I am very proud of all of you."
A much published expert on pre-eclampsia, Dr Baker trained at Nottingham and was formerly a clinical research fellow of the British Heart Foundation. Before moving to Canada in 2009 he was director of the Manchester Biomedical Research Centre and professor of maternal and fetal health at Manchester University.
Dr Baker has taken a four month administrative leave. A university spokeswoman, Deb Hammacher, said that an investigation continues and that further sanctions are still possible. "Dr Baker was employed under contract as a tenured professor, and when any employee faces ethics allegations, they have the right to process, and that process is unfolding," she said.
Through a spokesman at the Harvard School of Public Health, where he is an associate professor, Dr Gawande declined to comment on "a matter between Dean Baker and the University of Alberta.
